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1.

Introduction
On August 30, 2022, the online outlet The Verge published a story exposing Twitter’s
child porn problem1. Based on internal sources and documents, its authors revealed
that last spring Twitter tried to generate profits from the adult content (quietly
widespread on its platform for years) under a project called Adult Content
Monetization.
The project was delayed indefinitely, though, when an ad-hoc team comprising 84
employees, called “Red Team”, discovered an alarming problem: “Twitter cannot
accurately detect child sexual exploitation and non-consensual nudity at scale…
[and] lacked tools to verify that creators and consumers of adult content were of
legal age”.
Twitter executives are apparently well-informed about the issue but are doing next
to nothing to fix it: the platform still hosts content that sexually exploits children.
Although Twitter is known to have very permissive policies regarding pornographic
content2, this is a much serious issue. Therefore we tried to understand if and how
the platform is actually being used for non-consensual sharing of pornographic
material, videos of rapes and sexual violence, and especially child pornography.
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Our Ghost Data team3 has already conducted research projects on controversial
issues related to technology developments and social media platforms, leading us to
experiment with innovative methods of data analysis and processing. In recent years
we have documented a wide proliferation of counterfeiting luxury items4, Covid
masks5 and fake Apple products6, while also dealing with digital propaganda7,
conspiracy groups8, recruitment and terrorist activities9 – all content freely
circulating on today’s major social networks. We applied the same innovative
methods of data analysis and processing to our field study about child pornography
material shared on Twitter.
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2.

Research methodology
Our study, carried out in September, took advantage of various different techniques
and algorithms already applied in the above mentioned research projects. In
particular, we focused on a detailed network analysis, i.e. the multiple account
connections (followers, following, interactions) and their wide reach within the
platform.

We also used OCR (Optical Character Recognition)10 technology to quickly extract
text and visual recognition, thus automatically learn about people (adults and or
children) showing in photos or videos analyzed.
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3.

Major outcomes
We started by studying the activities of three Twitter accounts known for sharing
child pornography: we extracted their network of social connections, public
interactions and main hashtags. In particular, for each we collected the following
data:
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This analysis quickly led us to a much broader list of inter-connected accounts,
where we carried out a manual review to extract their common characteristics and
patterns.
We soon noticed that more often than not such accounts follow each other, use
well-defined keywords and hashtags, and feature a modest number of followers
(generally less than 100). They generally post images with some texts to
communicate, describing their child pornography preferences through profile
photos, banners, emojis and multimedia content.

Based on these basic characteristics and patterns, we were able to identify over 500
active Twitter accounts that openly shared or requested child pornography material
in a period spanning from September 1st to September 20.

We also carried out a manual review of those accounts in order to rule out those that
were mistakenly included in that list.
These 500 accounts produced more than 10,000 tweets, almost half about to
trading of illicit material. These accounts accumulated over 2,000 unique followers.
At least several of these followers, even if they do not show any public activities, are
likely involved in illicit trade of child porn material.

It should be noted that several accounts show obvious social connections (same set
of following-followers) with users sharing child pornography, even if they appear to
have never published a single tweet. In these cases, we assume that conversations
or exchanges take place only through DMs.
There is also a chance that we missed some accounts because we realized only later
on that it is common practice to delete tweets related to child pornography after just
a few hours.

A user that shares child pornography uses VPN to protect his identity.

We also noticed a specific feature related to non-English posts and hashtags,
particularly regarding users from some Arab, Asian and South American countries.
Probably these instances deserve a specific study requiring the help of an expert
in linguistics.

We noted that Twitter suspended less than 30% (27.5%) of the users that publicly
shared child pornography links, material, and references in the first 20 days
of September. To date, still, more than 400 users are active after « the purge».
Many of these users have been active for months.

4.

Major features of suspicious Twitter
accounts analyzed
Here is a short list of features and behaviors shared by those suspicious users:
-> The tendency to upload announcement tweets that are removed after a short
time (usually a few hours). An option clearly aimed at leaving no traces on the
platform itself.

-> In addition to removing tweets, some users decide to periodically delete their
account and/or to change their username.

-> Direct messages (DMs) are still the preferred communication choice for these
users. Even if DMs on Twitter are not protected by end-to-end encryption, they are
openly used to share content and direct links.

-> Twitter seems to operate mostly as a showcase, a bulletin board for
announcements. Telegram, on the other hand, appears to be the platform devoted
to important “bargaining” among users or to join groups sharing illegal porn
content.

-> Well-known content hosting platforms, such as Mega and Dropbox, are instead
the preferred choices for actual uploading of such illegal material.

-> A particular inside jargon is often used, but sometimes a few emojis are enough
to hint at the kind of content offered or sought. For instance, the lollypop emoji is a
frequent reference to child pornography content.

-> These users tend to deploy specific hashtags and keywords (e.g. candy shop,
club penguin, pc trade) to reach people with the same interests. For example, most
Latin American users looking for child pornography include the
‘caldodepollo’ (chicken soup) as an hashtag or keyword.

4.

Conclusions
As mentioned earlier, Twitter is known to have very permissive policies regarding
pornographic content and indeed such content is easy to find on the platform.
However, our research shows something much more troublesome: in the initial 20
days of September 2022, over 500 accounts shared, requested and/or publicly
exchanged child pornography material.
Our brief research details some basic features and activities carried out by these
criminals. These results validate the alarming problem already discovered by internal
employees and exposed by online media: Twitter cannot accurately detect child
sexual exploitation and its executives are doing almost nothing to address this
disaster.
We also uncovered evidence that such permissive policies on pornographic content
are also inducing users to post non-consensual and rape videos, not to mention
minors trying to sell their own nudity or sexual content.
It is obvious that Twitter is even more unable to moderate this illegal content when
accompanied by texts in languages other than English, particularly those pertinent
to Asian countries (especially in the Philippines and Thailand) and to Arab and South
American countries (Brazil in particular). In fact, we estimate that the illegal
activities we were able to identify in this study are just a small percentage of those
that publicly and daily are taking place on the global platform.
Probably a modest investment and a dedicated team, even applying our own basic
techniques, would be sufficient to easily locate and drastically reduce the illicit
activities described above, thus making the platform a safer place for everyone.
To date, Twitter removed only one-third of the accounts we found that publicly
shared child pornography links, material, and references and still, more than 400
accounts are active. Moreover, many of these users have been active for months.

However, despite such evidence and numerous public reports by users and media
outlets, pornographic content is still widespread on Twitter and easily accessible to
minors who could become the actual victims of these permissive policies.
This reality clearly collides with Twitter claims to have removed hundreds
of thousands of accounts over a six-month period, as explained in their latest
transparency report11.
Shareholders, authorities, legislators, advertisers and users should become aware
of this well-known but somehow overlooked issue that is becoming more serious
every passing day12. It is about time for the entire internet and social media
community to step up and act accordingly in the face of a company’s failure to curb
illicit adult content, to protect minors and to support its users worldwide.
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